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ABSTRACT O F  
A McLeod gauge having three electrodes disposed at 

various levels therein and also including a reservoir hav- 
ing an air bleed and connected to a vacuum source 
through a solenoid valve. The three electrodes are con- 
nected to a relay having a pair of contact sets and ener- 
gized from an electrical power source. A current limiting 
resistor is connected serially with the relay winding. One 
of the sets of contacts is connected to a relay in a power 
supply section to cause the solenoid valve to close when 
the contact set closes. A pair of resistance wires are dis- 
posed in the McLeod gauge and connected to a recorder 
through a measuring circuit. 

The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
ties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates to an improved McLeod gauge 
that automatically measures and records gas pressures. 

McLeod gauges are conventionally used to measure low 
pressures. This is accomplished by trapping a predeter- 
mined volume of the gas to be measured and compressing 
the volume of gas to a known extent. The compressed 
gas increases in pressure and the pressure can be ac- 
curately measured by differential mercury column height. 
A McLeod gauge includes two capillary tubes that are ver- 
tically disposed and communicate with each other at their 
lower ends. One of the capillaries is sealed at the top and 
a large bulb of known volume is formed at its lower end. 
The other capillary is open at the top. The lower ends 
of both capillaries communicate with a reservoir of 
fluid, such as mercury. In operation, a large predeter- 
mined volume of gas at the pressure to be measured is 
trapped in the capillary tubes and bulb. Fluid, such as 
mercury, is introduced through the lower communicating 
ends of the tubes and compresses the gas trapped in the 
closed capillary and bulb. Due to  the increase in pres- 
sure caused by the compression of the trapped gas, the 
fluid does not rise as far  in the closed capillary as in 
the open capillary. The height differential of the two mer- 
cury columns for a known decrease in volume of the 
trapped gas is a measure of the absolute pressure in the 
system being tested. 

Conventional McLeod type pressure gauges are op- 
erated manually, measurements are made visually, and 
the gauge is non-recording. As a result, measurements 
made with the gauge are time consuming, difficult, and 
provide no permanent record. 

In accordance with the present invention, a McLeod 
type gauge is provided in which the fluid, such as mer- 
cury, is automatically introduced to the capillaries to trap 
and compress the gas being measured and to provide con- 
tinuing cycles of measurement. The height to which the 
fluid rises in the open capillary is automatically controlled 
to a fixed level during each cycle, and the height to which 
the fluid rises in the closed, measuring, capillary is auto- 
matically sensed. Signals responsive to the height of the 
fluid in the closed capillary are produced and control a 
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2 
recorder, which indicates the height of fluid in the column 
and can be calibrated to directly indicate pressure. 

A pump action similar to the operation of a Toepler 
pump is used to cause mercury in a reservoir to rise and 
recede into the measuring volumes of the gauge for each 
cycle of pressure measurement. The flow of fluid from 
the reservoir to the capillaries and back is produced and 
controlled by increasing and reducing the air pressure 
above the fluid in the reservoir. 

Three electrodes are sealed into the gauge and in part 
control the cycles of pressure measurement by sensing 
the level of mercury in the reservoir and in the open 
capillary of the measuring volumes. An electrical cir- 
cuit controls the variation in pressure within the reservoir 
and is responsive to the level of fluid in the reservoir 
and in the open capillary, as sensed by the electrodes. 

A second electrical circuit and a pair of platinum wires 
in the closed capillary measure the height of the mercury 
column in the closed capillary. As the mercury rises in 
the closed capillary, portions of the platinum wires be- 
come covered by mercury and the resistance of the wires 
changes in proportion to the height of the mercury, giving 
a measure of the gas pressure in the system. The change 
in resistance is used to control a recorder that makes a 
permanent and accurate record of the pressure measured. 

The device of this invention has many advantages over 
the conventional, manually operated and visually read 
McLeod gauge including: (1) the improved ease of op- 
eration; (2) the decreased time needed to obtain meas- 
urements as compared with the manual operation and 
reading of such a gauge; (3)  the improved accuracy over 
visual readings; (4) the establishment of a permanent 
record of pressure changes in the system being measured; 
and, ( 5 )  the convenient programing of measuring cycles 
that is now possible, using an automatic timer. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro- 
vide a gauge of the McLeod type for measuring low pres- 
sures automatically and for making a permanent record 
of the pressures measured. 

Other objects, features and advantages of this inven- 
tion will become more apparent as the same become bet- 
ter understood with reference to the following detailed 
description when taken in conjunction with the accom- 
panying drawings, in which: 

FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic showing of an automatic 
recording McLeod gauge, constructed in #accordance with 
the present invention; 

FIGURE 2 is a control circuit diagram that auto- 
matically controls the rise and fall of fluid within the 
gauge; 

FIGURE 3 is a control circuit diagram actuated from 
the control circuit of FIGURE 2, controlling a vacuum 
solenoid for controlling the pressure in the gauge reser- 
voir; and 

FIGURE 4 is a diagrammatic measuring circuit used 
to control a recorder for making a permanent record of 
the pressure measured by the gauge. 

Referring now to the drawings, and in particular to 
FIGURE 1, a McLeod type gauge is shown constructed 
in accordance with the present invention. The gauge in- 
cludes a reservoir 10, measuring volumes 12, and a pres- 
sure control system 14 for the reservoir 10. The reservoir 
10 contains a quantity of fluid, such as mercury 16, that 
is caused to rise and fall by the pressure control system 
14 and hence flow into the measuring volumes 12. The 
measuring volumes 12 trap a quantity of test gas, the 
pressure of which is to  be measured, and 'the rising mer- 
cury in the measuring volumes 12 compresses the trapped 
gas and provides a pressure measurement. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGURE 1, the reser- 
voir PO i s  a spherical glassware container 15. The con- 
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tainer is of sufficient size to hold enough mercury 16 to the reservoir 10 to rise and recede into the measuring 
perform the measuring function in the volumes 12 with volumes 12 by bleeding air in or withdrawing air from 
some mercury still remaining in the reservoir. When the the reservoir. An inlet capillary tube 56 and outlet tube 58 
mercury 16 has receded from the measuring volumes, it both communicate with the conduit 20 from the container 
reaches a level L in the reservoir. A conduit 20 extends 15. A valve, such as a stopcock 60, is provided in the 
(from the container 15 at a location above the level L and capillary tube 56 and a valve, such as a stopcock 62, is 
connects with the pressure control system 14. Two elec- provided in the tube 58. A sofenoid valve 64 is also pro- 
trodes 22, 24 extend from outside the container 15 into vided in the tube 58. 
the container. A lower end of the electrode 22 termi- The mercury in the reservoir 10 is caused to rise 
n'ates within the container a t  the surface L and controls ,o through the tube 26 and measuring volumes 12 when air 
the upper level of the mercury 16 in the reservoir in a under atmospheric pressure, which is higher than the 
manner to be described. The electrode 24 extends into Pressure of the system being measured, is bled into the 
the container from above the level L to the bottom of reservoir 10 through the capillafy tube 56, stopcock 60 
the container and continually contacts the mercury 16 and conduit 20. The mercury level is caused to recede 
throughout the measuring cycle, during which the mercury 15 from the measuring volumes 12 when air is removed from 
level in the container 15 falls below the level L. the reservoir 10 through the conduit 20, stopcock 62, tube 

A vertical tube 26 is supported by the container 15 and 58 and solenoid valve 64 at a faster rate than it is being 
extends from within and adjacent the bottom of the con- bled in through the calsillary tube 56. A vacuum Source, 
tainer upward through the top of the container and com- such as pump (not shown) is connected to tube 58 to  
municates with a tube loop 28. A constriction 30 is formed 20 withdraw air from the reservoir 10 under control of the 
in the tube 26 to control the flow 0% liquid. Except for soknoid valve 64. 
this tube 26 and the conduit 20 to the pressure control As soon as the mercury rises into the measuring 
system, the container 15 is sealed closed. volumes 12 in response to air bled in through tube 56, 

m e  tube loop 28 has a vertical capillary portion 32 it falls below the level L in the reservoir 10 and ,breaks the 
and a conduit 33 at its upper end that communicates with 25 contact with the electrode 22. Contact is constantly main- 
the source of gas being measured. An electrode 35 is tained with the electrode 24, which extends the full effec- 
positioned at the upper end of the open capillary 32. The tive height of the mercury 16 in the reservoir 10. The 
electrode extends from outside the tube 28, through the mercury continues to rise until it reaches electrode 35 in 
tuibe wall and into the upper end of the capillary, ex- open capillary 32, and then recedes. When the mercury 
tending downward a predetermined distance. 30 recedes back into the reservoir 10, the level rises to 

A closed capillary 36 extends parallel to the open level L and again makes contact with the electrode 22. 
capillary with the lower end of each at  the Same level The manner in which the contatt between the mercury 
and with the upper closed end 44 of capillary 36 at the and the electrodes 22, 30, 35 control the cycling of the 
level of the bottom of the electrode 35. mercury will be explained in detail in conjunction with 

formed below the lower end of the closed capillary 36 Circuits for controlling the cycling of liquid level in 
and communicates via a conduit 42 at its lower end with the reservoir 10 and measuring volumes 12 are shown in 
the lower portion of the tube loop 28. The open and FIGURES 2 and 3 Of the drawings. The circuit of FIG- 
closed capillaries a d  the bulb 37 form the measuring URE 2 is responsive to the level of mercury in the reser- 
volumes 12. Two spaced platinum wires 46, 48 extend 40 voir 10 and in the open capillary 32 and controls the 
from p i n t s  of connections 49, 50 within the bulb 34 energizing circuit of FIGURE 3 for the solenoid valve 
through the capillary 36 and out the sealed end 44, where 64. This in turn controls the pressure in the reservoir 
they connect via leads 52, 54 with a measuring circuit to above the liquid. 
be described. With reference first to FIGURE 2, a diagrammatic 

With the above described construction, air at the pres- Control circuit is shown having two parallel electlical 
sure to be measured enters the conduit 33 and the tube 45 lines L1, L2. These lines are connected to the secondary 
loop 28, filling the measuring volumes. m e n  mercury winding of an isolation transformer T connected to a 
from the reservoir 10 is caused t o  rise through the tube 115 volt A c  Source (not shown). The transfomer T 
26 to the loop tube 28 and covers the end of conduit 42, isolates the AC circuit to eliminate ground loops from 
gas under the pressure to be measured is trapped within 5o interfering with the DC measuring circuit. 
the bulb 37 and capillary 36. Additional mercury is sup- A fuse F is provided in the line L1 and three lines L3, 
plied from the reservoir 10, filling the bulb 37, and corn- L4 and L5 are connected with the line L1. An automatic- 
pressing the volume of gas within the bulb 34 into the manual switch sw1 is provided with three contactors C1, 
capillary 36. At the same time, the mercury rises through c2 ,  c39 one asso'ciated With  each of lines u, L4, L5, 
the tube loop 218 and capillary portion 32. The mercury 55 respectively. The Contactor 0 1  is CO~nected with a line 
will continue to rise in the open capillary 32 until it L6 which in turn is connected at point B to  the point B 
reaches the lower end of the electrode 35. The mercury Of 1. A relay contact 
will rise in the closed capillary 36 to level where the CR1-1, its relay Coil CR1 and a current limiting resistor 
pressure in the capillary 36 balances the figher column R6 are connected in Series with the contactor C1 be- 
of mercury in the open capillary 32. When the mercury 60 tween lines L1 and L2 by lines u, L6, L7 and L7a. A 
reaches electrode 35 it is caused to recede from the h e  L8 is connected with line L7 on one side of the 
measuring voIumes 12 under the control of the pressure Coi l  relay CR1 and terminates at a point C, which is con- 
control system 14 and associated control circuits, de- nected with the Point c at the end of electrode 24 in 
scribed in detail below. m e  distance the mercury rises in FIGURE 1. A line L9 is connected with line L7a on the 
the closed capillary 36 for the known rise in the capillary 65 opposite side of the Coil relay CR1 and terrninates at a 
32 is a measure of the gas pressure in the system corn- P i n t  A, which is connected with the point A at the end 
municating to the gauge through conduit 33. The mercury Of the 35 in 1. 
in the closed capillary 36 bridges the two platinum wires When the switch SW1 is set for automatic so that the 
46, 48, changing their effective length. Hence the resist- GOnta&m c 1  connects line L3 with line L6, ,and when 
ance of the wires varies with the height of the mercury 70 mercury in the n%3voir 10 is at level L so as to contact 
column and, conversely, the change in resistance is in- the elmtrdde 22 as well as the electrode 24, a cirouit i6 
dicative of the level of mercury in the capillary 36. The Wmpleted between lines L1 and L2 through the coil relay 
change in resistance is detected by an electrical circuit CR1, via lines L3, contdctor el, line L6, point B and 
and monitored by a recorder, electrode 212, tlhe mercury in the reservoir 110, the elec- 

The pressure control system 14 causes the mercury in 75 wode 214 and point C, line US, and line L7a. m i s  ener- 
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A bulb 37 of a predetermined, known, capacity is 35 the control circuits. 

22* shown in 
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g d  the coil relay CRl1 and closes contact C R 1 4  in line taots CRl-1 maintaEn the relay CR1 energized. When 
L7. This holds the 002 relay CR1 energized by complet- the mercury reaches ohe upper end of the open capillary 
ing a cirouit from line Lil to line L2 via lines L3, con- 3.2 an'd contacts eleutrode 35, an electriual connection is 
tactor (21, line L6, line L7, and line L7a. This holds the made between the points C and A in the drcuit diagram 
relay ClU energized even though oonnection between 5 of HIGURE 2, deenergizing the relay CR1. contacts CRl- 
point's B and C inidiallv made bv the mel'curv 16 in the 1 and CR1-2 apen, deeneugizing the control relay CR2 

connected to the control circuit bv the recer#wle 66. As iesewoir 10 is broken as the mekury level drops in the 
rdservoir. From the circuit it will also $be seen that when 
a connebtion is miade between points C and A, as occurs 
when the mercury rises in the open wapillary 32 and con- 
t&$s the electPoode 35, the coil relay CR1 is shorted out 
and contact CR14 is opened, deenergizing the relay. 

A swond set d relay contacts CR1-2 controlled by 
rehy CR@ are provided in a line L10 associated with the 
dontactor C2 of the switch SW1. The line L10 is con- 
n&ted via a fuse I72 to one side of a vacuum pump con- 
tlol receptacle 66. The other side of the receptacle is 
oonnecteu by a line U1Ba to the line L2. A line Lli2 ako 
asiswiated with the mnta'ctor c;? is connected from the 

a result, the normally closed contacts CREk close and 
the vacuum solenoid SOL-V is energized. Thie open the 
solenoid valve 64 in the vacuum tube 5'8 and oommu- 
nicates the interior of the reservoir 10 with the vacuulm 
source. The vacuum source has suffilcient capacity to over- 
ride the air bleeding into the reservoir through the capil- 
lary tube 56 and exhausts the air f r m  the reservoir. AS 

5 a result, the mercury recedes back into the reservoir. The 
sldenbid valve remains open until the meroury level 
reiaches the level L When it contacts the lower end of 
the electrode 22, at which time the solen'oid valve 64 
clhes  and the cyole repeats. The period of each cycle can 

con$ac'tm C2 directly to the line L10, bypassing the coil 20 be adjusted within praotiwal limits by conltrolling the air 
relay contacts CR1-2. With the switch SW1 on automatic, bleed and exhiaust rates with the s t c ~ p k s  60 and 6.2. 
the contactor C2 connects line L4 #with line L10. When The circuit for automatically mewwing the pr6smre in 
w2 relay CRI is energized, the normally opened con- the system tested is shown in ETGURE 4 of the drawings. 
tacts CII1-2 are closed, completing a circuit to the vacu- A closed circuit is provided, consisting of a line L15, 
urn pump control receptacle 66. This rwoptaule receivds 25 a battery such ds a dry cell b, an ammeter AM, a switch 
the iniput leads of a control relay, to be described in SW3, a first resistor RE, a second rmistor R2 and a third 
connection with FIGURE 3. rehistor R3. The resistors RZ and R3 constitute a means 

Two parallel lines L13, L14, both connwted to line L2 for adjusting the current in the closed circuit. TWb lines 
(are associated wijth contactor C3 of ,the switcb sW11. In- LM and U17 connected to the closed circuit Llb acrose 
dicating lamps LP1, LP2 are associated with the lines 30 ithe R1 are connected to the leadis 52, 54 d the 
Li13, b14, respectively. Depending upon whether the m resistance wires 46, 48 in the closed cap& 
w i e h  SWil is set to automatic or to manual, the light h r y  36. A resistor R4 is in the line b17 and a rec@der 
Lp11 or is energized, to give an indication of the (not shown) is connected across the resistor R4. In opwa- 
aondition d the circuit. tion, as the mercury rises into the capillary 36, electrical 

A conventional control circuit for a vacuum solenoid 35 Contact is made between the two pdatinum wirw 46, 48 
s0J-V is shown in FIGURE 3 of the drawings. A power vi'a the mercury, which acts as a constant-resistance elec- 
s w l y  circuit 70 is provided in which the primlaw wind- trical br:dge. The current passing rhrough the exposed 
ings id a transformer T2 are connected to a 11.5 volt AC Portion of the platinum wires passes thdough the s$andard 
sou&e via a fuse F3 a& a s ~ t &  sw2.  The p e r  supply ra i lor  RG, and the current is monitored ah a voltage 
circuit 70 is conventional, and will not be dmcribed in 40 changes. This voltage is recorded by a recox'der connekted 
detail but, as shown, includes two diodes D1, D2, a res& across the resistor R4 by lines L20 and L21, and a oalibra- 
tor R, a condenser C1, a post light Lp3, a relay contact tion is esWblished between the voltage and gas preksure. 
CR24 and the vacuum solenoid SOL-V, all connected From the above descriptilon d the appariatus and opera- 
to the secondary ,windings d the translformer m, a tion, it can be seen that an automatic recording McLeod 
shown. The solenoid SOL-V is energized only when the 45 gauge has been provided in which the prmure  measur- 
relay contach CR2-1 are dosad. The contaob CR3-1 ing cywleis are automlatically controlled and in Which the 
are cmtrolled by a control relay CR2 connected to by a Pressure mda'sured is automatically monitored and re- 
plug 72 the vacuum pump receptacle 66 d the wontml rmded. A spwific example d the operation d such an 
circuit orf FIGURE 2. The conitacts C R S I  in the power automatic recorcling McLWd gauge is published in "The 
!oircuit 70 are normally closed and are opened when the 50 Review Of %ientific iInstrLunents," volume 36, No. 1, 106- 
relay CR2 is energized. Thus, the solenoid S0L-v is 107, January 1965, which is hereby incorporated herein 
nomally energized and mainotains the solenoid valve 64 bY re'ference. 
open to connect the reservoir 10 with the vacuum slource While a preferred embodiment of this invention and 
via the tube 98. the operation thereof have been described with partic- 

The cycling of the mercury in the gauge oan bmt be 55 Ularity, it will be understood that varibuls mod8eationb 
understood with rderence to MGURH 1, 2 and 3. With or alterations may be made therein without departing 
the switch SWil set to automatic, and with the mercury the Spirit and scope d @he invention, ills set forth 
U6 in the reservoir 10 at th el L in contact with the in the appended claims. 
electrodes 22 and 2.4, relay in the control circuit of What is claimed is: 
IFlIGURE 2 is energized via lines L3, L6, the mercury 60 1. In a gauge for measuring gas pressures, in combha- 
between the elwtrodes connected to points B and c, the tion, a reservoir containing an eIectrically conductive Iiq- 
line Lw and the line L7a. This closes relay contacts CR1- uidy a Plurality measuring volumes comprising an open 
rl and CR1-2. Coniacts CRI1-1 maintain relay CR1 ener- capillary and a closed capillary connected to a bulb of 
gized and contacts CR1-2 connect the vaouum cointrol re- known volume disposed below the measuring volumes, 
cqtacle 6h6 to the source of ourrent supply, energizing 65 said open Capillary being in communication with said 
control relay CR2 in H G V m  3. Thie opens contacts closed CaPglarY and said bulb, said closed capillary and 
CR2-.1, &energizing the solenoid SOLV so that said bulb both cCnnmUniCating with said reservoir by 

means of a tube extending downwardly from said meas- the slolenbid valve 64 closes. Air bleeds into the reservoir uring volumes into said reservoir, said tube terminating lo through wl?illary tube 56, stopcock 6o and conduit 7o near the bottom of said reservoir, fluid level control *** forcing the mercury l6 'ward through the means connected to said reservoir, fluid level control ener- 
tube 26 and into t'he tube loop 2'8 and the bdb  317. As gizing means connected in controlling relationship to 
soon as the mercury begins to rise, contact b&veen the said fluid level control means, a first electrode disposed at z2 and the surface Of the mercury in the res- the bottom in said reservoir, a second electrode disposed 
ervoir 10 is broken. Howver, the now closed relay con- 75 in said reservoir at the desired maximum liquid level in 
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said reservoir, a third electrode disposed in one of said 
measuring volumes at the desired maximum liquid level 
in said measuring volumes, an electrical power source, 
a relay having a winding and first and second contact sets 
which close when the relay is energized, a current limit- 
ing resistor, means for serially connecting said relay wind- 
ing and said current limiting resistor between one side 
of said electrical power source and said first electrode, 
means for connecting said second electrode to the 
other side of said electrical power source whereby when 
the liquid in said reservoir contacts said second elec- 
trode, current will flow through said relay winding, 
means for connecting said first set of relay contacts 
between said relay winding and said other side of 
said electrical power source whereby current will con- 
tinue to flow through said relay winding when the liquid 
level in said reservoir recedes from said second electrode, 
means for connecting said third electrode to a point be- 
tween said reIay winding and said current limiting resis- 
tor whereby when the liquid level in said measuring 
volumes contacts said third electrode said relay winding 
is shorted out thereby causing said first and second sets 
of contaces to open means for connecting said electrical 
power source to said fluid level control energizing means, 
said last named means including said second set of relay 
contacts whereby when said second set of contacts is 
closed liquid transfers from said reservoir into said meas- 
uring volumes, measuring circuit means including a pair 
of spaced resistance wires disposed in said closed capillary, 
a recorder, means for connecting said recorder to said 
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measuring circuit whereby the liquid level variations in 
said measuring volumes are recorded. 
2. The gauge of claim 1 in which the liquid level con- 

trol means comprises an air bleed connected to said res- 
ervoir and means for applying vacuum to the interior of 
said reservoir, said last named means including a solenoid 
valve having a coil, an electromagnetic switch having a 
normally closed set of contacts and a coil, means for seri- 
ally connecting said set of contacts of said electromagnetic 
switch and said coil of said solenoid across said source of 
electrical power, means for connecting said coil of said 
electromagnetic switch means across said source of elec- 
trical power through said second set of relay contacts 
whereby when said second set of relay contacts closes the 
contacts of said electromagnetic switch open to  deener- 
gize said solenoid thereby shutting off vacuum for the 
reservoir. 
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